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New York Times Bestseller: This entertaining-yet-enlightening crash course on philosophy is
“an extraordinary read” (Orlando Sentinel). Here's a lively, hilarious, not-so-reverent journey
through the great philosophical traditions, schools, concepts, and thinkers. It’s Philosophy 101
for everyone who knows not to take all this heavy stuff too seriously. Some of the Big Ideas
covered are Existentialism (what do Hegel and Bette Midler have in common?), Philosophy of
Language (how to express what it’s like being stranded on a desert island with Halle Berry),
Feminist Philosophy (why, in the end, a man is always a man), and much more. Finally—it all
makes sense!“A hoot.” —Chicago Sun-Times“An extraordinary read you’ll want to share with
as many people as possible.” —Orlando Sentinel“The zaniest bestseller of the year.” —The
Boston Globe

"[Cathcart and Klein] know their stuff, and wear their learnedness lightly, and Plato and a
Platypus is a pleasure to read.…I can't help but love this book, and I have been quoting
liberally from it" —Philosophy Now"A Hoot." —Times Literary Supplement"What happens when
you mix corny jokes, one-liners and vaudeville humour with some of life's great lessons? You
get an extraordinary read you'll want to share with as many people as possible." —Orlando
Sentinel“The zaniest bestseller of the year.” —The Boston Globe“I laughed, I learned, I loved
it.” —Roy Blount, Jr. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorThomas Cathcart and Daniel Klein studied philosophy together at Harvard in the last
millennium. Since then Danny has written comedy for Lily Tomlin, Flip Wilson, and others, and
published scores of fiction and nonfiction books— from thrillers to entertaining philosophical
books, such as his London Times bestseller Travels with Epicurus and his most recent
book, Every Time I Find the Meaning of Life, They Change It. Born in 1939, Danny persists in
denying his mortality. He thinks it's a joke. Thomas Cathcart studied theology and managed
health care organizations before linking up with Danny to write Plato and a Platypus Walk into
a Bar, Aristotle and an Aardvark Go to Washington, and I Think Therefore I Draw. He is also
the author of The Trolley Problem, or Would You Throw the Fat Guy Off the Bridge? and There
is no God and Mary is His Mother: Rediscovering Religionless Christianity --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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10011To the memory of our philosophical grandfatherGROUCHO MARX,who summed up our
basic ideology when he said,“These are my principles; if you don’t like them, I have
others.”CONTENTSPhilogagging: An Introduction
1I.MetaphysicsII.LogicIII.EpistemologyIV.EthicsV.Philosophy of
ReligionVI.ExistentialismVII.Philosophy of LanguageVIII.Social and Political
PhilosophyIX.RelativityX.Meta-PhilosophySumma Time: A ConclusionGreat Moments in the
History of PhilosophyGlossaryPhilogaggingAn IntroductionDIMITRI: If Atlas holds up the world,
what holds up Atlas?TASSO: Atlas stands on the back of a turtle.DIMITRI: But what does the
turtle stand on?TASSO: Another turtle.DIMITRI: And what does that turtle stand on?TASSO:
My dear Dimitri, it’s turtles all the way down!This bit of ancient Greek dialogue perfectly
illustrates the philosophical notion of infinite regress, a concept that comes up when we ask if
there is a First Cause—of life, of the universe, of time and space, and most significantly, of a
Creator. Something must have created the Creator, so the causal buck—or turtle—cannot stop
with him. Or with the Creator behind him. Or the one behind him. It’s Creators all the way down
—or up, if that seems like the right direction for chasing down Creators.If you find that infinite
regress is getting you nowhere fast, you might consider the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo—
creation out of nothing—or, as John Lennon put it in a slightly different context, “Before Elvis,
there was nothing.”But let’s lend an ear to old Tasso again. As well as being illuminating, his
rejoinder—“It’s turtles all the way down!”—definitely has the ring of a punch line. Ba-da-bing!
That’s no surprise to us. The construction and payoff of jokes and the construction and payoff
of philosophical concepts are made out of the same stuff. They tease the mind in similar ways.
That’s because philosophy and jokes proceed from the same impulse: to confound our sense
of the way things are, to flip our worlds upside down, and to ferret out hidden, often
uncomfortable, truths about life. What the philosopher calls an insight, the gagster calls a
zinger.For example, consider the following classic joke. On the surface, it just sounds
deliciously goofy, but on closer inspection it speaks to the very heart of British empiricist
philosophy—the question of what sort of information about the world we can depend on.Morty
comes home to find his wife and his best friend, Lou, naked together in bed. Just as Morty is
about to open his mouth, Lou jumps out of the bed and says, “Before you say anything, old pal,
what are you going to believe, me or your eyes?”By challenging the primacy of sensory
experience, Lou raises the question of what sort of data is certain and why. Is one way of
gathering facts about the world—say, seeing—more dependable than others—say, a leap of
faith that accepts Lou’s description of reality?Here’s another example of a philogag, this one a
riff on the Argument from Analogy, which says that if two outcomes are similar, they must have



a similar cause:A ninety-year-old man went to the doctor and said, “Doctor, my eighteen-year-
old wife is expecting a baby.”The doctor said, “Let me tell you a story. A man went hunting, but
instead of a gun, he picked up an umbrella by mistake. When a bear suddenly charged at the
man, he picked up the umbrella, shot the bear, and killed it.”The man said, “Impossible.
Someone else must have shot that bear.”The doctor said, “My point exactly!”You couldn’t ask
for a better illustration of the Argument from Analogy, a philosophical ploy currently (and
erroneously) being used in the argument for Intelligent Design (i.e., if there’s an eyeball, there
must be an Eyeball-Designer-in-the-Sky.)We could go on and on—and in fact we will, from
Agnosticism to Zen, from Hermeneutics to Eternity. We will show how philosophical concepts
can be illuminated by jokes and how many jokes are loaded with fascinating philosophical
content. Wait a second, are those two notions the same? Can we get back to you on that?
STUDENTS wandering into a philosophy class are usually hoping to gain some perspective
on, say, the meaning of it all, but then some rumpled guy in mismatched tweeds ambles up to
the podium and starts lecturing on the meaning of “meaning.”First things first, he says. Before
we answer any question, big or small, we need to understand what the question itself signifies.
Listening reluctantly, we soon discover that what this guy has to say is wicked interesting.That’s
just the way philosophy—and philosophers—are. Questions beget questions, and those
questions beget another whole generation of questions. It’s questions all the way down.We
may start with basic ones like, “What is the meaning of it all?” and, “Does God exist?” and,
“How can I be true to myself?” and, “Am I in the wrong classroom?” but very quickly we
discover we need to ask other questions in order to answer our original questions. This process
has given rise to an array of philosophical disciplines, each delving into particular Big
Questions by asking and attempting to answer the questions that underlie them. Any
questions?So it follows that, “What is the meaning of it all?” is dealt with in the discipline known
as Metaphysics, and “Does God exist?” in the one called, Philosophy of Religion. “How can I be
true to myself?” falls to the school of Existentialism; “Am I in the wrong classroom?” to the new
sector of philosophy called Meta-philosophy, which poses the question, “What is philosophy?”
And on it goes, with each sphere of philosophy undertaking different kinds of questions and
concepts.We’ve arranged this book not chronologically, but by those questions we had in mind
when we wandered into that first philosophy classroom—and the philosophical disciplines that
tackle them. What’s so neat is that a whole bunch of jokes just happen to occupy the identical
conceptual territory as these disciplines. (Pure chance? Or is there an Intelligent Designer after
all?) And there is a big reason why this is all so neat: When the two of us wandered out of that
classroom, we were so baffled and bewildered, we were convinced we’d never get our minds
around this heady stuff. That’s when a graduate student sauntered up to us and told us the
joke about Morty coming home to find his best friend, Lou, in bed with his wife.“Now that’s
philosophy!” he said.We call it philogagging.THOMAS CATHCARTDANIEL KLEINAugust,
2006{I}MetaphysicsMetaphysics tackles the Big Questions head on:What is being? What is the
nature of reality? Do we havefree will? How many angels can dance on the head of a pin?How
many does it take to change a lightbulb?DIMITRI: Something’s been bothering me lately,
Tasso.TASSO: What’s that?DIMITRI: What is the meaning of it all?TASSO: All what?DIMITRI:
You know, life, death, love—the whole stuffed grape leaf.TASSO: What makes you think any of
it has any meaning?DIMITRI: Because it has to. Otherwise life would just be…TASSO: What?
DIMITRI: I need an ouzo.TELEOLOGYDoes the universe have a purpose?According to
Aristotle, everything has a telos, which is an inner goal it is meant to attain. An acorn has a
telos: an oak tree. It’s what an acorn is “meant to be.” Birds have one; bees have one. They say
that down in Boston even beans have one. It’s part of the very structure of reality.If that seems



a little abstract, in the following story Mrs. Goldstein telescopes the telos down to earth.Mrs.
Goldstein was walking down the street with her two grandchildren. A friend stopped to ask her
how old they were.She replied, “The doctor is five and the lawyer is seven.”Does human life
have a telos?Aristotle thought so. He thought the telos of human life is happiness, a point
disputed by other philosophers throughout human history. St. Augustine, seven centuries later,
thought the telos of life is to love God. To a twentieth-century existentialist like Martin
Heidegger, man’s telos is to live without denial of the true human condition, particularly death.
Happiness? How shallow!Meaning-of-life jokes have multiplied as fast as meanings of life,
which in turn have multiplied as fast as philosophers.A seeker has heard that the wisest guru in
all of India lives atop India’s highest mountain. So the seeker treks over hill and Delhi until he
reaches the fabled mountain. It’s incredibly steep, and more than once he slips and falls. By the
time he reaches the top, he is full of cuts and bruises, but there is the guru, sitting cross-legged
in front of his cave.“O, wise guru,” the seeker says, “I have come to you to ask what the secret
of life is.”“Ah, yes, the secret of life,” the guru says. “The secret of life is a teacup.”“A teacup? I
came all the way up here to find the meaning of life, and you tell me it’s a teacup!”The guru
shrugs. “So maybe it isn’t a teacup.”This guru is acknowledging that formulating the telos of life
is a slippery business. Furthermore, it’s not everybody’s cup of tea.There is a distinction
between the telos of life—what human beings are meant to be—and a particular individual’s
goals in life—what he wants to be. Is Sam, the dentist in the following story, really seeking the
universal telos of life or simply doing his own thing? His mom clearly has her own idea of the
telos of her son’s life.A Philadelphia dentist, Sam Lipschitz, went off to India to find the
meaning of life. Months went by and his mother didn’t hear a word from him. Finally, she took a
plane to India and asked for the wisest man there. She was directed to an ashram, where the
guard told her that she would have to wait a week for an audience with the guru, and at that
time she would only be allowed to speak three words to him. She waited, carefully preparing
her words. When she was finally ushered in to see the guru, she said to him, “Sam, come
home!”Look up “metaphysics” in the dictionary and it tells you the word stems from the title of a
treatise by Aristotle and that it deals with questions at a level of abstraction beyond (meta)
scientific observation. But this turns out to be a case of what is known in Latin as post hoc
hokum. In fact, Aristotle didn’t call his treatise “metaphysics” at all, let alone because it dealt
with questions beyond the purview of science. Actually, it was given that name in the first
century A.D. by an editor of Aristotle’s collected works, who chose the title because that
chapter was “beyond” (i.e., came after) Aristotle’s treatise on “Physics.”ESSENTIALISMWhat is
the structure of reality? What specific attributes make things what they are? Or as philosophers
are wont to say, What attributes make things not what they aren’t?Aristotle drew a distinction
between essential and accidental properties. The way he put it is that essential properties are
those without which a thing wouldn’t be what it is, and accidental properties are those that
determine how a thing is, but not what it is. For example, Aristotle thought that rationality was
essential to being a human being and, since Socrates was a human being, Socrates’s
rationality was essential to his being Socrates. Without the property of rationality, Socrates
simply wouldn’t be Socrates. He wouldn’t even be a human being, so how could he be
Socrates? On the other hand, Aristotle thought that Socrates’s property of being snubnosed
was merely accidental; snub-nosed was part of how Socrates was, but it wasn’t essential to
what or who he was. To put it another way, take away Socrates’s rationality, and he’s no longer
Socrates, but give him plastic surgery, and he’s Socrates with a nose job. Which reminds us of
a joke.When Thompson hit seventy, he decided to change his lifestyle completely so that he
could live longer. He went on a strict diet, he jogged, he swam, and he took sunbaths. In just



three months’ time, Thompson lost thirty pounds, reduced his waist by six inches, and
expanded his chest by five inches. Svelte and tan, he decided to top it all off with a sporty new
haircut. Afterward, while stepping out of the barbershop, he was hit by a bus.As he lay dying,
he cried out, “God, how could you do this to me?”And a voice from the heavens responded, “To
tell you the truth, Thompson, I didn’t recognize you.”Poor Thompson seems to have changed
certain accidental properties of himself, although we recognize that he is still essentially
Thompson. So does Thompson for that matter. In fact, both of these conditions are essential to
the joke. Ironically, the only character in the joke who does not recognize Thompson is God,
who you’d think would be essentially omniscient.The distinction between essential and
accidental properties is illustrated by a number of other jokes in this vein.Abe: I got a riddle for
you, Sol. What’s green, hangs on the wall, and whistles?Sol: I give up.Abe: A herring.Sol: But a
herring isn’t green.Abe: So you can paint it green.Sol: But a herring doesn’t hang on the
wall.Abe: Put a nail through it, it hangs on the wall.Sol: But a herring doesn’t whistle!Abe: So? It
doesn’t whistle.The following version probably won’t garner you many yuks at Caroline’s
Comedy Club, but it may win you a few points at the American Philosophical Association’s
annual meeting.Abe: What is the object “X” that has the properties of greenness, wall-
suspension, and whistling capability?Sol: I can’t think of anything that fits that description.Abe:
A herring.Sol: A herring doesn’t have greenness.Abe: Not as an essential property, Solly. But a
herring could be accidentally green, no? Try painting it. You’ll see.Sol: But a herring doesn’t
have wall-suspension.Abe: But what if you accidentally nail it to the wall?Sol: How could you
accidentally nail a herring to the wall?Abe: Trust me. Anything’s possible. That’s philosophy.Sol:
Okay, but a herring doesn’t whistle, even accidentally.Abe: So sue me.Sol and Abe turn to face
the A.P.A. audience, which is totally silent.Sol: What is this, a convention of Stoics? Hey,
Nietzsche got bigger laughs when he played the Vatican.Sometimes an object has properties
that at first blush seem to be accidental, but turn out to be accidental only within certain limits,
as illustrated in this gag.“Why is an elephant big, gray, and wrinkled?”“Because if he was small,
white, and round, he’d be an aspirin.”We can picture an elephant on the small side; we’d call it
“a small elephant.” We can even picture an elephant a sort of dusty brown; we would call it “a
sort of dusty-brown elephant.” And an elephant without wrinkles would be “an unwrinkled
elephant.” In other words, bigness, grayness, and wrinkledness all fail Aristotle’s test of defining
what an elephant essentially is. Instead they describe how elephants are, generally and
accidentally. The joke says, though, that this is true only up to a point. Something as small,
white, and round as an aspirin cannot be an elephant, and confronted with such an object, we
would not be tempted to ask, “Is that an aspirin you’re taking, Bob, or an atypical
elephant?”The point is that bigness, grayness, and wrinkledness are not precise enough terms
to be the essential qualities of an elephant. It’s a certain size range and a certain color range
that, among other qualities, determine whether or not something is an elephant. Wrinkledness,
on the other hand, may be a red herring, or perhaps a whistling herring.RATIONALISMNow for
something completely different—a school of metaphysics that has produced literally volumes of
satire without any help from us. There’s only one problem: The jokes all miss the point.When
the seventeenth-century rationalist philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz famously said, “This
is the best of all possible worlds,” he opened himself to unmerciful ridicule. It all began in the
following century with Candide, Voltaire’s very funny novel of a good-natured young man
(Candide) and his philosophical mentor, Dr. Pangloss (Voltaire’s rendition of Leibniz). In his
journeys, young Candide encounters floggings, unjust executions, epidemics, and an
earthquake patterned after the Lisbon earthquake of 1755, which had leveled the city. Nothing,
however, can shake Dr. Pangloss’s insistence that “Everything is for the best in this best of all



possible worlds.” When Candide sets out to save Jacques, a Dutch Anabaptist, from drowning,
Pangloss stops him by proving that the Bay of Lisbon had been “formed expressly for the
Anabaptist to drown in.”Two centuries later, Leonard Bernstein’s 1956 musical, Candide, added
to the joke. The show’s best-known song, “The Best of All Possible Worlds,” has Pangloss and
the cast sing Richard Wilbur’s lyrics praising war as a blessing in disguise, because it unites us
all—as victims.Terry Southern and Mason Hoffenberg joined the fun with their ribald version,
Candy, about a naïve young girl, who, despite being taken advantage of by all the men she
meets, remains innocent and optimistic. It was made into a 1964 movie with an all-star cast
that included philosopher Ringo Starr.Funny stuff—but, unfortunately, it all misconstrues
Leibniz’s thesis. Leibniz was a rationalist, a philosophical term-of-trade for someone who thinks
that reason takes precedence over other ways of acquiring knowledge (as opposed, for
example, to an empiricist, who maintains that the senses are the primary path to knowledge.)
Leibniz got to his idea that this is the best of all possible worlds by arguing by reason alone
that:1. There would be no world at all if God had not chosen to create a world.2. The “principle
of sufficient reason” says that when there is more than one alternative, there must be an
explanation for why one is the case rather than another.3. In the case of God’s choosing a
particular world to create, the explanation must necessarily be found in the attributes of God
himself, since there was nothing else around at the time.4. Because God is both all-powerful
and morally perfect, he must have created the best possible world. If you think about it, under
the circumstances it was the only possible world. Being all-powerful and morally perfect, God
could not have created a world that wasn’t the best.Voltaire, Bernstein et al, and Southern and
Hoffenberg all satirize what they take to be Leibniz’s meaning: “Everything is hunky-dory.” But
Leibniz didn’t think there was no evil in the world. He merely thought that for God to have
created the world in any other way would have resulted in even more evil.Fortunately, we have
a couple of jokes that actually do shed light on Leibniz’s philosophy.An optimist thinks that this
is the best of all possible worlds. A pessimist fears that this is so.The joke implies that the
optimist approves of the idea that this is the best of all possible worlds, while the pessimist
does not. From Leibniz’s rationalist perspective, the world simply is what it is; the joke clarifies
the obvious truth that optimism and pessimism are personal attitudes that have nothing to do
with Leibniz’s neutral, rational description of the world.The optimist says, “The glass is half
full.”The pessimist says, “The glass is half empty.”The rationalist says, “This glass is twice as
big as it needs to be.”That makes it clear as glass.INFINITY AND ETERNITYIt turns out that,
however wonderful this world is or isn’t, we’re only here for a short visit. But short compared to
what? An unlimited number of years?Leibniz goes to the opposite extreme from the God
shown at left (not to be confused with God above). Being a rationalist, Leibniz wasn’t content to
say that anything “just happened,” as though something else might just as easily have
happened instead. He felt that there must be some reason that made every situation
necessary. Why does it rain more in Seattle than in Albuquerque? Because conditions A, B,
and C make it impossible for it to be the other way around. Given conditions A, B, and C, it
couldn’t be any other way. So far most of us would agree with him, especially those of us who
live in Seattle. But Liebniz goes on to argue that even those antecedent conditions (A, B, and
C) could not have been otherwise. And the ones before them, and before them, and so on and
so on and scooby-dooby-doo. This is what he called the “Principle of Sufficient Reason,”
meaning that the reason any actual state of affairs is actual is that it would be impossible for it
to be otherwise. A universe that did not have a disproportionate amount of rain in Seattle and
all the conditions that lead to that rain just wouldn’t cut it as a universe. It would be chaos; the
universe would have no “uni.”
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Rosemary Standeven, “Loads of fun. Until reading this book, my entire knowledge of
philosophers came from the Monty Python “Philosophers’ Song”. I have never been interested
in philosophy, but felt that perhaps I ought to know a little – and this book seemed like the
perfect introduction: lots of humour and little effort required.I really enjoyed reading the book. I
think I understood most of the concepts mentioned and how each of the jokes illuminated the
given philosophy. I have finished the book, can remember the jokes, but still have almost no
idea of which philosopher had which philosophy, or why. This is not a fault of the book – rather
my innate ability to immediately purge my mind of any philosophical thought processes (except
the ones directly relating to mathematics). I am destined to remain ignorant.One rather
pedantry irritation I have with the book, is its failure to correctly quote most German phrases.
German nouns are always capitalised. It is “das Ding an sich” – not “das ding”, and
“Einfühlung”. The one time it was correctly done, was with “Übermensch” Nietzsche’s
Superman) – what does that say?But, apart from that, I loved the book – so many laugh-out-
loud moments, and my husband was heartily sick of me reading out nearly every joke.One of
my favourites – to illustrate relativity:“We may attribute relativity to something that is absolute.
The lookout on a battleship spies a light ahead off the starboard bow. The captain tells him to
signal the other vessel, “Advise you change course twenty degrees immediately!” The answer
comes back, “Advise you change course twenty degrees immediately!” The captain is furious.
He signals, “I am a captain. We are on a collision course. Alter your course twenty degrees
now!” The answer comes back, “I am a seaman second class, and I strongly urge you to alter
your course twenty degrees.” Now the captain is beside himself with rage. He signals, “I am a
battleship!” The answer comes back, “I am a lighthouse.”I recommend this book for its humour
and light approach to a very weighty subject – but don’t expect to emerge being able to pass
Philosophy 101.”

Florabritannica, “Great place to start (and maybe stay). I bought this to pass a transatlantic



flight, and it did, wonderfully. Not many philosophy books will achieve that. So it's funny,
entertaining, and OK, everyone will know some of the jokes, but few will have read them like
THIS before. I have always felt kind of ignorant about this discipline (while also thinking "life is
too short for this abstract wiffling", if I'm honest), especially in comparison with my OH who
went to the philosophy lectures at uni for FUN while doing a science degree. This book doesn't
bring me anything like up to his level, of course, but at least I do know what he's talking about
now (he enjoyed it too) and might read more widely. I'd say this is a great book for bright young
teens upwards: those who read it before anyone mentions Wittgenstein to them will feel less
baffled and alienated than I did when one of my uni lecturers started questioning the innate
nature of his lectern and whether it was the same as its name. (Cue a whole hall of students
uneasily looking for the door.) That was how not to start on philosophy: this is most definitely
how to do it.”

Self-help junkie, “Brilliant!. Embarrisingly funny! I started reading this on a commuter train
journey, and the jokes are just so great that I had to stop! I was sat there, tears streaming down
my face - I'm sure people must have thought I was very upset, but I was actually trying not to
burst out in uncontrollable laughter! I've really enjoyed this book - and the jokes have been
well received by everyone. And the added bonus - they're making a serious (kind of!) point!
Thoroughly recommended to anyone looking for great jokes, or for philosophy students looking
for a lighter touch on the subject”

Michael, “Four Stars. Interesting little book. Nice easy read and the jokes make you laugh
throughout.Some outdatedness and towards the end the jokes do not complete the material
well. Overall I enjoyed the book”

The book by Thomas Cathcart has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,000 people have provided
feedback.
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